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Abstract. Cyber-physical systems (CPS) integrate computation and networking
resources to control a physical process. The adoption of new communication ca-
pabilities comes at the cost of introducing new security threats that need to be
handled properly. Threats must be addressed at cyber and physical domains at the
same time in order to detect and automatically mitigate the threats. In this paper,
we elaborate an approach to attenuate cyber-physical attacks driven by reflective
programmable networking actions, in order to take control of adversarial actions
against cyber-physical systems. The approach builds upon the concept of pro-
grammable reflection and programmable networking. We validate the approach
using experimental work.
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1 Introduction

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are modern control systems used to manage and con-
trol critical infrastructures [7]. Physical properties of such infrastructures are modeled
via control-theoretic tools, e.g., control-loops and feedback controllers [16]. Feedback
controllers have to be able to manage the behavior of the CPS, by confirming that the
commands are executed correctly and the information coming from the physical states
is consistent with the predicted behavior [26]. Feedback controllers are also used to
compute corrective actions, e.g., by minimizing the deviation between a reference sig-
nal and the system output measurements.

A CPS is composed of three main layers: (1) the physical layer, which involves
the physical process (monitored and controlled by physical sensors and physical actua-
tors); (2) the control layer, which is in charge of regulating the operation of the physical
process via control commands; and (3) the cyber layer, which is responsible for mon-
itoring operation and supervision tasks. These three layers are interconnected using
a communication network. In other words, the CPS can be modeled as a networked-
control system [21]. The interconnection between information and operational systems
leads to new security threats [21,20]. Traditional cyber attacks are well know and coun-
termeasures have been studied. However, launching a cyber-physical attack requires a
different knowledge from the one used in traditional cyber security and different pro-
tection techniques are also required.
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A cyber-physical attack causes tangible damage to physical components, for in-
stance, adding disturbances to a physical process via exploitation of vulnerabilities in
computing and networking resources of the systems (i.e., the components at the cy-
ber layer). However, to achieve just a cyber attack, the adversary may be able to inject
any input in the system but this does not necessarily mean to be able to influence the
processes in the physical world. The processes and their dynamics have to be properly
understood to cause a real damage [12].

A physical process has automatic safety measures and operational constraints, e.g.,
to disable a physical process when certain dangerous conditions are met. For instance, to
properly react when a physical component fails. For this reason, an adversary who aims
at damaging the physical process needs to understand how the dynamics of the physical
plant works. This means that compromising and disrupting a device or communication
channel used to sense or control a physical system is a necessary requirement to perform
cyber-physical attacks. However, the damage can be limited if the adversary succeeds
at affecting the cyber layer, but remains unable to manipulating the control system (i.e.,
fails at perturbing the physical process). To achieve the desired impact and achieve a
cyber-physical attack, the adversary needs to assess how the attack will perform at the
control level. Therefore, to achieve a cyber-physical attack, the first step is to hack the
cyber layer, to obtain a remote access within the target system. Then, the second step is
to learn about the physical process and how the control layer works in order to manip-
ulate the physical layer and cause a damage to physical components. Adversaries need
to know how the physical process is controlled, failure conditions of the equipment,
process behavior and signal processing [21,20].

In this paper, we propose a technique to attenuate cyber physical attacks that uses
programmable reflection and programmable networks to sanitize the malicious actions
introduced by some cyber-physical injection attack such as false data injection, bias
injection, replay attack, command injection and cover attack [27]. The adversary uses
the network to manipulate the process through the modification of specific payloads.
Then, the proposed technique uses the network to neutralize the attack effects. This
concept relies on the use of programmable reflection, which is a meta programming
technique that has the potential to allow a programmable system manipulate itself at
runtime and the use of programmable networks to sanitize the traffic.

The main contributions of the paper are summarized as follows: (1) we propose
a technique to handle cyber-physical injection attacks; (2) we revisit the use of pro-
grammable networking in [23], to achieve as well reflective attenuation of CPS attacks;
and (3) we provide experimental work to validate the approach.

Paper organization — Section 2 provides the related work. Section 3 provides prelim-
inaries and assumptions. Section 4 presents our attenuation approach. Section 5 reports
the experimental work. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

We survey next some related work, structured in terms of attack tolerance, programmable
networking and programmable reflection.
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2.1 Attack Tolerance — A defense in depth strategy proposes to defend a system
against any particular attack using several independent methods [13]. Many proposed
security solutions for CPS focus in detection and attack prevention. However, prevent-
ing every single possible attack is hard to achieve and although the efforts, attacks on
the systems can happen and be successful.

Attack tolerance is the capability of a system to continue functioning properly with
minimal degradation of performance, despite the presence of attacks. The main tech-
niques proposed in the literature to achieve this are [1]: indirection, voting, redundancy,
diversity, dynamic reconfiguration, distributed trust, recovery and moving target defense
mechanisms.

– Indirection separates components using an additional layer that works as a protec-
tion barrier. For instance, proxies, wrappers, virtualization and sandboxes are used
in this technique.

– Voting can resolve differences in redundant responses, to reach consensus w.r.t. the
responses of perceived non-faulty components. The process involves comparing the
redundant responses and reaching an agreement on the results to find the appropri-
ate response. It masks the attacks, thus tolerating them and providing integrity of
the data.

– Redundancy uses extra reserved resources allocated to a system that are beyond its
need in normal working conditions. If the system finds that the output values of a
primary component are not correct, then the responsibility is transferred to one of
the redundant components.

– Diversity means that a component should be implemented in multiple different
ways in order to ensure independent failures with non-overlapping patterns. To
achieve this, replicas shall hold diversity in terms of hardware and software. For
instance, to generate software diversity it is possible to generate diverse function-
ality from the same source code or automatically change the configuration of a
system from time to time to confuse the adversary [9].

– A dynamic reconfiguration takes place after the detection of an attack. In traditional
systems, reconfiguration is mostly reactive and generally performed manually by
the administrator. Thus, it involves some downtime. Survivable systems need an
adaptive reconfiguration to be proactive, instead.

– Distributed trust relies on control-sharing strategies, e.g., dividing control into
shares, such that the system needs to reach a given threshold prior granting con-
trol. Below the threshold, information gets concealed to the eyes of the adversary.

– Recovery involves detecting the attack and modifying the system to a state that
ensures the correct provision of the functions.

– Moving target defense enables to deploy diverse mechanisms that change over time
to increase the complexity, the attack surface or the cost for an attacker in order to
limit the exposure of vulnerabilities and increase system resiliency.

Our proposal combines dynamic reconfiguration and recovery approaches, via con-
trol theory and programmable networked reflection techniques. It allows a CPS to re-
configure itself and neutralize the adversary actions via dynamic traffic sanitization.
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2.2 Programmable Networking — Programmable networking facilitates network man-
agement. It enables efficient network configuration that can be used for neutralizing at-
tacks. New networking functionality can be programmed using a minimal set of APIs
(Application Programming Interfaces) to compose high-level services. This idea was
proposed as a way to facilitate the network evolution. Some solutions such as Open
Signaling [2], Active Networking [28], and Netconf [6], among others, are early pro-
grammable networking efforts and precursors to current technologies such as Software
Defined Networking (SDN) [11]. In particular, SDN is a programmable networking
paradigm in which the forwarding hardware is decoupled from control decisions. SDN
proposes three different functionality planes: (1) data plane, (2) control plane and (3)
management plane.

The data plane corresponds to the networking devices, which are responsible for
forwarding the data. The control plane represents the protocols used to manage the data
plane, such as, to populate the forwarding tables of the network devices. Finally, the
management plane includes the high-level services and tools, used to remotely monitor
and configure the control functionality. Security aspects may have an impact on dif-
ferent plans. For example, a network policy is defined in the management plane, then
the control plane enforces the policy and the data plane executes it by forwarding data
accordingly.

The idea of using programmable networks for improving security is not new. Some
examples include its use for conducting DoS (Denial of Service) attack mitigation
[24] and segmentation of malicious traffic [8,23,17]. Programmable networks provide
a higher global visibility of the system, which is favorable for attack detection. In ad-
dition, a centralized control plane may allow further possibilities to achieve dynamic
reconfiguration of network properties, e.g., application of countermeasures.

2.3 Programmable Reflection — Programmable reflection allows a system to adapt
itself through the ability of examining and modifying its execution behavior at runtime.
Authors in [4,10] proposed to implement programmable networks using reflective mid-
dleware platforms. These reflective middleware platforms use reflection in order to con-
figure and adapt in runtime nonfunctional properties like timeliness, resourcing, among
others. To achieve this, the architecture is based in different components that may be
loaded and unloaded dynamically in order to change the behavior of the platform and
structure the programmable network.

As a mitigation technique, programmable reflection has the potential to allow a sys-
tem to react and defend itself against threats. When a malicious activity is detected,
the system can dynamically change the implementation to activate the mitigation tech-
niques to guarantee that the system will continue to work [25]. This kind of approaches
has been explored to mitigate attacks against Internet web services [3] using reflection
to restore an interface of the system that had been modified in an attack.

3 Preliminaries

We provide in this section some initial preliminaries about our assumptions in terms of
system and adversarial models.
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3.1 System Model — We assume a system that is already protected from a cyber
security point of view. This means that the system has been created considering all the
required security mechanisms according to a risk analysis of the system. However, past
experience has shown that despite all the prevention actions, attacks are still possible.
The proposed approach aims at improving the system resilience and protecting it in a
contingency mode after the other security mechanisms failed. This way, major failures
in the physical process may be prevented.

We also assume that the CPS is governed by feedback controllers applying, e.g., a
closed loop model. As shown in Figure 1(a), the feedback controller collects the sen-
sor measurements yk to determine the state of the system process. Then, the feedback
controller determines a control input using the received data and the reference obtained
from the model. Finally, it sends a control input uk to the plant so that the actuators
perform the required actions in the physical process. After this, the sensor obtains new
measurements yk and the process is repeated. The values yk and uk are exchanged be-
tween the feedback controller and the plant through a network. It means that the data
will be forwarded through a set of network forwarding devices to reach the appropriate
destination. We assume that this network is a highly distributed, with real time traffic
and a dynamic system interconnected using a programmable network that is controller
by a network controller (e.g., an SDN controller [11]). In addition, we assume a k-
resilient network, where k is the number of independent paths that interconnect two
nodes.
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Fig. 1. Feedback control view. (a) Normal operation mode. (b) System under attack. (c) Attack
attenuation.

3.2 Adversary Model — Cyber-physical adversaries have different knowledge levels
about the system behavior. That knowledge is the main resource in order to build com-
plex attacks and it may even let an adversary remain undetected if the injected data is
compatible with the system dynamics. To achieve this, the adversary will try to estimate
the model of the physical system and obtain its parameters. Authors in [27] propose a
taxonomy of cyber-physical attacks based on the knowledge of the adversaries. Our pro-
posal addresses the cyber-physical injection attacks mentioned in that taxonomy and we
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assume an insider adversary. To do this, the adversary firstly exploits a cyber vulner-
ability to gain access in the network channel and be able to insert or modify packets
at will. After that, the physical attack to control the physical process starts. To achieve
this, the adversary injects a bias in the payload of the packets containing the commands
or the measures to manipulate the process. The choice of the introduced modifications
depend on the specific impact the adversary wants to produce on the process.

Figure 1(b) depicts an attack against the closed-control loop. We use the traditional
representation of a networked-control system. It shows the way how an adversary con-
ducting a cyber-physical attack is represented by the control system community through
block diagrams. The

⊕
symbol in the figure represents a summing junction, i.e., a lin-

ear element that outputs the sum of a number of input signals. As shown in Figure 1(b),
the adversary modifies the control input uk to inject a modified u′

k value and affects
the system state to disrupt normal operation conditions. Then, the adversary modifies
the plant measurements y′k to send a value yk to the controller. This way, the controller
receives a value yk that is correlated with the command uk that it previously sent to the
plant. This can be achieved by recording and replicating previous measurements corre-
sponding to normal operation conditions or by injecting some values calculated from
the adversary estimated control model of the system.

We also assume that the adversary performs its malicious actions in the cyber-
physical system, i.e., at the data layer of the network domain. This means that the adver-
sary is not attacking the programmable network itself, e.g, the control layer. We focus
on adversaries that use the network to damage the system. Adversaries that may com-
promise the physical nodes themselves, to damage the system, are out of the scope of
this paper due to this kind of systems usually have good physical protection mechanism
implemented.

4 Our Approach

Our proposed approach triggers an attack attenuation for cyber-physical attacks (i.e.,
disruptive attacks leading to system failures) to remain operational and provide system
functionality. We assume a resilient system, capable of reacting and defending itself
against known threats. Remediation starts right after attacks are detected. The system
dynamically and autonomously changes its behavior to activate an attenuation plan that
guarantees work continuation. This is carried out through the cooperation of the feed-
back controller and the network controller. Although these two controllers have dif-
ferent individual objectives and functionalities, they can work in a coordinated way in
order to reach a common goal. Both controllers get connected and coordinate the re-
silience strategies, e.g., to maintain the resilient properties of the system under failure
and attacks.

The proposed resilience strategies try to revert the adversary activity. This is done
due to a system capable of modifying its configuration to introduce a new virtual com-
ponent on-the-fly and dynamically reverting the adversary actions. The solution com-
bines a feedback control technique to detect the attack, programmable reflection for
creating the new virtual component that will help the affected feedback controller to
bypass the attack and a programmable network in order to neutralize the adversary and
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sanitize the traffic. The complete process is composed of three main phases: (1) detec-
tion, (2) reflection and (3) traffic sanitization.

– Phase 1 – Detection. A feedback control detection mechanism is executed in the
feedback controller. When an attack is detected, it alerts the network controller to
start the coordination of the different components in the system.
The physical process in a CPS can be described using an accurate mathematical
model that allows to control it and detect deviations from the normal behavior. In
addition, it can provide mechanisms to provide attack detection, for example us-
ing a physical watermarking that allows to authenticate the correct operation of a
control system using a challenge-response detector. In our solution, we used the
approach explained in [21,20]. To authenticate the exchanged information, this so-
lution injects a known noise in the physical system signals. It is expected that the
effect of that noise is also present in the measured output due to the dynamics of the
system. The added noise increases the difficulty associated to the learning process
of the adversary. It becomes harder for the adversary to identify the system param-
eters, hence decreasing the chances of the adversary to correlate the proper input
and output values.

– Phase 2 – Reflection. The feedback controller creates a reflective agent, which gets
executed within the domain of the network controller. The reflective agent has the
control capabilities associated to the victims of the attack. It uses programmable
reflection to create, at runtime, a component that executes the same program and
equivalent interfaces as the feedback controller. By programmable networking re-
flection, we refer to the system capability of modifying its networking behavior,
i.e., changing accordingly to what is required. For this reason, an on-demand pro-
cess for loading and unloading components as services could be performed.

– Phase 3 – Traffic sanitization. The forwarding elements using network program-
ming capabilities allow to perform a dynamic network traffic sanitizing by modify-
ing the packet containing malicious payloads. The packet affected by the adversary
gets sanitized by the reflective agent, which determines what is the correct payload
the packet should have. All the network actions required to sanitize the traffic are
coordinated by the network controller.

The solution dynamically applies a attenuation technique using the forwarding de-
vices to modify the traffic in order to revert the adversary actions. In a cyber-physical
bias injection attack, the physical damage in the system occurs due to modified control
commands injected in the plant actions. For this reason, after the traffic is modified by
the adversary, the forwarding devices under the command of the network controller in-
tercept those packets and modify them using the reflective agent that knows the physical
model of the system and has the ability to determine whether those values in the packets
are correct or not. In order to perform the calculations, the reflective agent uses as input
the sensor measurements that the plant communicated to the feedback controller pre-
viously, since this component executes the same transmission function as the feedback
controller, it can determine the correct command values without any model of normal
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behaviour or historic data of the system. In addition, this node can monitor the measures
values, since it is in the network control level and has the potential power to see all what
is happening in the network. Moreover, since the network is k-resilient this node can be
placed in the most convenient path between the plant and the feedback controller.

Figure 1(c) shows how our attenuation process works in order to handle the attack
perpetrated by the adversary. The adversary modifies the command uk sent from the
feedback controller to the plant in order to insert a fake command u′

k. After this, the
traffic is modified again to sanitize it with the help of the reflective agent calculations
that take as input the monitored sensor values yk captured from the network. This way,
the plant receives the correct uk command and the physical process is not affected by
the adversary actions. When the attack is finished, the normal operation of the system
can be restored. The original controller can take over again.

To achieve this solution, the feedback controller is made of two sub-components: (a)
the control component that is in charge of enforcing the dynamical control objectives
(fast dynamics are involved); (b) the supervisory component that communicates in a
bi-directional way with the network controller. At the data layer of the network domain,
we have network probes and effectors, conducting data monitoring —if instructed by
the control domain. Network probes monitor the traffic in the data domain and provide
the information to the network controller.

The network controller, based on measurements provided by network probes and
feedback provided by the feedback controller, is able to detect a possible threat act-
ing on the control path. In response to such a threat, the reflective agent provides a
corrective measure to attenuate the impact. The network controller can be seen as a
computing entity that is located at an external location (e.g., a kind of Network Oper-
ating System [11]). For instance, it provides resources and abstractions to manage the
system using a centralized or a decentralized model [20].

Together, both controllers manage the data domain. The feedback controller man-
ages the physical system through physical sensors and actuators deployed at the physi-
cal layer. The network controller estimates and manages the data domain through probes
and effectors –deployed at the management and control domain.

The network controller analyses the information and forwards control actions to
the effectors. Network rules at the control domain are responsible for enforcing such
actions. For instance, when a network probe finds tampered traffic in a network path, it
provides the tampered information to the control domain. Then, the network controller,
located at the control domain, checks for the available resources and helps in order to
enforce the action.

5 Experimental Results

We present in this section some experimental results to validate our approach. We use
a physical SCADA testbed, for the generation of Modbus-driven CPS data [15]. The
testbed consists of Lego Mindstorms EV3 bricks [19] and Raspberry Pi [14] boards
that control some representative sensors (e.g., distance sensors) and actuators (e.g., dy-
namic speed accelerators). A sample picture of the testbed is shown in Figure 2(a). The
Modbus SCADA protocol used in the testbed is based on standard Modbus protocol
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specifications [15] implemented in Java. The testbed implements a kinetic dynamics
use case, in which two motion devices perform a deterministic path based on linear mo-
tion (backward and forward motion over a bounded square area). We refer the reader
to http://j.mp/omnetcps and [22], for additional information and video captures about
this testbed. Figure 2(b) depicts a numeric co-simulation complementing the same sce-
nario, using the collected SCADA data to train a CPS programmable simulator. The
implementation uses OMNeT++ (Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++) [31,29]
and leverages a series of shared APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) over the
INET [30] and SCADASim [18] libraries, to enforce the use of the Modbus protocol
over TCP and UDP traffic. All the components (both in the Lego SCADA testbed and
the OMNeT++ co-simulation) are synchronized by feedback controllers. Every motion
device has a distance sensor in the frontal part, to measure its relative distance to the
boundaries of a unit square area. The distance is transmitted to the feedback controllers
via Modbus SCADA messages. The feedback controller computes the relative velocity
of each motion device, and the Euclidean distance between the two motion devices, in
order to guarantee spatial collision-free operations.

The goal of the adversary is to launch an attack at the control level to move the
physical process to an undesirable state resulting in the physical collision of the two
motion devices. Figures 3(a–b) show the kinetic dynamics of the system during the
nominal case (i.e., absence of attacks, left-side); and during the attack (i.e., the moment
at which the adversary takes control over the system, right-side). Time is normalized
between 0.0 and 1.0, representing the temporal percentage of multiple experimental
runs. We can appreciate how the system moves to unstable states, disrupted by the
adversary. Some live demonstration videos showing the spatial collision that cause the
disruption represented in Figure 3 are available at http://j.mp/legoscada.

During the OMNeT++ co-simulation, we analyze the system behavior in the nor-
mal operation mode, under attack and using the proposed attenuation approach. In the
testbed, the two motion devices follow a trajectory of two meters. The feedback con-
troller coordinates the movement of the motion devices, by sending the relative velocity
to the motion device, and receiving back the distance of the motion device to the spatial

(a) Lego Mindstorms testbed for the genera-
tion of SCADA data.

(b) OMNeT++ CPS co-simulation, using the
generated data.

Fig. 2. (a) Lego testbed for the generation of SCADA-driven CPS data (cf. http://j.mp/legoscada
for live demonstration videos and source code). (b) CPS co-simulation implemented over OM-
NeT++ (cf. http://j.mp/omnetcps for live demonstration videocaptures and source code).

http://j.mp/omnetcps
http://j.mp/legoscada
http://j.mp/legoscada
http://j.mp/omnetcps
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(a) Temporal representation of the CPS kinetic dynamics, associated to the two
motion devices (left-side, nominal mode dynamics; right-side, dynamics during
the attack).
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(b) Winding graph of a complete dynamics cycle (left-side, nominal case; right-
side, attack case.)

Fig. 3. Lego testbed results (systems dynamics during nominal and attack modes). (a) Temporal
representation (the dotted line represents the moment when an attack starts). (b) Winding graph
representation of the nominal and attack modes.

boundaries. The feedback controller sends a series of Modbus messages to the physical
environment of the plant, through a network of traffic programmable forwarders (e.g.,
SDN switches). The plant contains the physical process itself, the distance sensors and
the actuators that perform the commands (accelerators that increase or decrease the
relative velocity of the two motion devices).

The adversary starts the cyber-physical attack by either tampering the controller
with fake sensor readings or modifying the control commands sent from the controller.
With the OMNeT++ co-simulation, we evaluate the attenuation of the bias injection
attack, i.e., by forging tampered control commands from the controller to the plant. For
simplicity reasons, we focus only on the physical part of the cyber-physical attack using
the network to damage the system. In other words, we assume an adversary that already
found a way to hack the cyber layer and gain remote access to the system.

Each co-simulation evaluates fifty Monte Carlo different runs. In addition, accord-
ing to the sensor specification, the simulation considers a possible error of up to 1 cm
w.r.t. the measured distance value. We also model the network delays using the probabil-
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ity distribution in [5]. Figure 4(a) shows the results obtained for the nominal case (i.e.,
absence of attack), considering the aforementioned possible variation. The plots depict
the average Euclidean distance, with 95% confidence intervals, between the motion de-
vices in function of time. The horizontal axis of the plots in Figures 4(a–d) provides a
normalized time between 0.0 and 1.0, representing the temporal percentage prior con-
cluding the simulation runs. The vertical axis of the plots in Figures 4(a–d) provides the
Euclidean distance between the two motion devices, from 0 to 1400 cm. Some further
evaluation details are discussed below.

Discussion — During the perpetration of the attacks, the adversary performs a bias in-
jection of cyber-physical data. The adversary uses the network to modify the exchanged
packets between the feedback controller and the plant. We assume an adversary record-
ing and learning the system dynamics from commands and sensor outputs. The adver-
sary performs an initial learning phase, in order to eavesdrop data and infer the system
dynamics, i.e., the same one used by the feedback controller to guarantee the stability
of the system, shown as nominal case in Figure 4(a).

Let uk be a feedback controller command sent to the actuator of a motion device at
time k. Let uact

k be the command received by the actuator at time k, where 0 ≤ k ≤ Ts

and Ts be the full duration of each simulation run. The attack interval Ta is limited to
the simulation time Ts, as summarized next:

uact
k =

{
uk if k /∈ Ta

u′
k if k ∈ Ta

For our evaluation, we compare two type of adversaries according to the bias in-
jected in the payload of the packets, i.e, according to the difference between the value
u′
k injected by the attacker and the real value uk sent by the controller. This way, we

define two adversary models: an aggressive adversary and a non aggressive adversary.
The aggressive adversary injects in u′

k a bigger difference with respect to the correct
command uk sent by the feedback controller compared to the non aggressive adver-
sary. In consequence, an aggressive adversary will make the system move faster from
its nominal state. Figure 4(b) shows the results obtained for the two attack scenarios.
The feedback controller loses its control over the system, while the adversary forces the
spatial collision of the two motion devices.

During the attenuation process, the system reacts using reflective programmable
networking. The reflective agent takes control of the situation, after a hangover of
the feedback controller functionality (which moves to the programmable controller do-
main). This reflective agent takes control over the adversary communications and neu-
tralizes the attack. For each of the defined adversaries, we simulate two scenarios using
different values for the time the solution starts working. This is a parameter of the sim-
ulation that depends mainly on the time required for the detection mechanism to detect
the attack plus the time required to set up and coordinate all the components working
in the approach. Figures 4(c)–(d) show how the approach guarantees the controllability
property. The first vertical dotted line shows the moment when the attack starts and the
second vertical dotted line shows the moment when the technique starts. It is possible to
appreciate that the attacker introduces a perturbation in the system. As a consequence,
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(b) Attack Case
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(c) Attenuation model 1
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(d) Attenuation model 2
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(e) Winding graph of dynamics cycles
(attenuation 1)
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(f) Winding graph of dynamics cycles
(attenuation 2)

Fig. 4. OMNeT++ results. (a–b) Euclidean distance (with 95% confidence intervals), nominal
and attack simulations. (c–d) Euclidean distance, attenuation of two different remediation starting
time models. (e–f) Winding graphs, same attenuation models.
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the Euclidean distance between the two motion devices starts to oscillate out of the
expected behavior (w.r.t. Figure 4(a)).

When the attack is detected, the technique starts working and the reflective agent
starts sanitizing the control commands to the moving agents to restore the nominal be-
havior of the system. Figures 4(e–f) show the winding graph of the motion devices
under the approach. The attacked device corresponds to the vertically oriented ellipses.
It is possible to observe some perturbations, due to the modifications introduced by the
reflective agent when thwarting the adversary actions and recover the stability of the
process. As a result, the spatial collision between the two devices is avoided and the
system keeps working. Notice that the technique takes control of the physical environ-
ment in order to conduct the physical environment from an unstable behavior generated
by the attack to a stable and safety behavior, converging to the normal behavior of the
physical environment. Figures 4(c–d) show that approach neutralizes the effects of the
attack right after a short period of instability. The approach does not eliminate the ad-
versary. However, it contains the effects and reorients the system to the nominal case.

We argue that the solution is reflective since it creates a dynamic component at run-
time to help with the function of the attacked control loops. In addition, the component
is reflected to the network domain. It gets a greater control of the network than the
victim component which has only the possibility to communicate through the network
data plane. This is an advantage of the approach compared with other techniques such
as redundancy, which implies to have a copy of the same component as a backup. In
that case, the adversary may move the attack to the redundant component. For this same
reason, routing-based mitigation techniques are not sufficient since the system may find
an alternative route but the adversary may move to the new paths. Other solutions that
implement mitigation at the node level, such as diversity, are not enough either since the
adversary uses the network to perform the malicious activity. Cyber mechanisms to de-
tect packet injection, such as, a Message Authentication Code (MAC), cannot mitigate
this kind of attacks. Although they allow to drop modified messages, fail at satisfying
real-time constraints. In our approach, the network itself is containing the adversary to
revert its actions.

6 Conclusion

We have presented an attenuation approach driven by reflective programmable network-
ing actions, in order to take control of adversarial attacks against Cyber-Physical Sys-
tems (CPS). The resulting CPS satisfies self-healing, i.e., during adversarial situations,
it continues working in an autonomous way, while ensuring resilience. We have shown
and validated the approach via experimental work. We have assumed a cooperation be-
tween two different families of controllers (e.g., feedback and reflective programmable
networking controllers). Both cooperate together to reach a common goal (e.g, to ensure
system stability). The two controller families can have individual objectives (i.e., non-
explicit objectives that are not conflicting between them, either). The obtained results
are very promising. We plan to go beyond by expanding the analysis with additional
controllers and adversaries. Further work will also include the achievement of optimal
controller goals in terms of quality of control.
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